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Obesity, or excessive body fat, is a major risk factor for a host 
of detrimental medical conditions including type 2 diabetes, 
hypertension, dyslipidemia, osteoarthritis, and obstructive 

sleep apnea.1 Approximately 5.7% of American adults (>12 million 
people) are morbidly obese,2 with a body mass index (BMI) of >40 kg/
m2. 

There are 3 established approaches to treating morbid obesity: life-
style modification, pharmacologic therapy, and surgery. The first 2 ap-
proaches have been shown to have a limited impact on long-term weight 
control.3,4 The third option, bariatric surgery, has been shown to be an 
effective long-term treatment for morbid obesity, with mean excess 
weight loss exceeding 60%.5 However, the risks of complications with 
bariatric surgery are not trivial.6

The majority of bariatric surgeries currently performed in the united 
States are laparoscopic Roux-en-y gastric bypass (lRyGB) procedures. 
An alternative to gastric bypass is laparoscopic adjustable gastric band-
ing (lAGB), in which a silicone elastomer ring is placed around the 
upper part of the stomach, creating a new small stomach pouch so the 
food storage area in the stomach is reduced. Excess weight loss with 
lAGB, although significant, may be lower than that seen with lRyGB.6 
However, lAGB, unlike lRyGB, does not involve stapling or partition 
of the stomach or intestine; thus, postoperative complication rates are 
lower, hospitalizations are shorter, and there is less risk of micronutrient 
deficiency compared with lRyGB.7 Moreover, the procedure is fully re-
versible. The objective of this study is to assess the cost-effectiveness of 
lAGB versus that of lRyGB, or no treatment, for patients with morbid 
obesity.

METHODS 
Model Structure

We constructed and estimated a Markov model of treatment and out-
comes for obese adults. The model focused on decreases in BMI and 
treatment-related adverse events as predictors of lifetime cost, health-re-
lated quality of life, and survival. Patients received initial treatment with 
lAGB or lRyGB, or received no 
treatment. After the initial treat-
ment period, patients entered 
the Markov model in 1 of the 
5 health states corresponding 
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Objective: To assess the cost-effectiveness of lap-
aroscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) and 
laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (LRYGB) 
as treatment for morbid obesity.

Study Design: A Markov model was developed to 
simulate weight loss, health consequences, and 
costs for surgical treatment of morbid obesity. 
The model was used to estimate incremental 
cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) in terms of cost 
per quality-adjusted life-year (QALY) gained.

Methods: Estimates of procedure effectiveness 
were derived from published results of a head-
to-head randomized controlled trial. Other model 
parameters, including complication rates, costs of 
treatment, adverse events and obesity, mortality 
rates, and utilities, were estimated from published 
literature and publicly available databases. Costs 
(2006 US dollars) and QALYs were discounted by 
3% per annum.

Results: Under conservative assumptions, both 
LAGB and LRYGB improved health outcomes, at 
a higher cost, compared with no treatment. ICERs 
for both LAGB and LRYGB versus no treatment 
were below $25,000 per QALY gained. ICERs 
were lower for individuals with higher initial 
body mass index and higher for older individuals. 
ICERs for men were generally higher than those 
of women. Sensitivity analyses showed these 
results to be robust to reasonable variation in 
model parameters and overall parameter uncer-
tainty. Base-case ICERs for LRYGB versus LAGB 
were below $25,000 per QALY gained, but were 
highly sensitive to model assumptions.

Conclusion: Both LAGB and LRYGB provide 
significant weight loss and are cost-effective 
compared with no treatment at conventionally ac-
cepted thresholds for medical interventions.
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to their initial BMI status: not obese 
(BMI <30 kg/m2); obese (BMI 30-34.9 
kg/m2); morbidly obese I (BMI 35-
39.9 kg/m2); morbidly obese II (BMI 
40-49.9 kg/m2); and super obese (BMI 
>50 kg/m2). The sixth health state in 
the model was death. Health states 
were associated with specific treatment 
costs, levels of “other” health expen-
ditures, health-related quality of life, 
and mortality risks. Patients transition 
between Markov states by changing 
BMI status (losing or gaining weight) or dying. For the first 
10 years of the model, surgical patients remained at risk of 
transient treatment-related adverse events that may be mild, 
moderate, or severe.

Model Estimation
We estimated model probabilities, costs, and utilities from 

a variety of published and publicly available sources, supple-
mented by input from a clinical expert in minimally invasive 
(laparoscopic) bariatric surgery. Table 1 reports model param-
eters and data sources.

Target Population. The population for this analysis was 
limited to adults age 18 to 74 years who satisfied the clinical 
eligibility criteria for bariatric surgery: BMI >40 kg/m2 or BMI 
>35 kg/m2 with comorbid conditions.8

Treatment Efficacy. Probabilities of treatment-related 
weight loss were estimated from a prospective study by An-
grisani et al, in which morbidly obese patients were ran-
domized to lAGB and lRyGB and followed for 5 years 
postsurgery.9 In base-case analyses, it was assumed that 
BMI remained constant after the 5-year follow-up period. 
Patients receiving no treatment were assumed to maintain 
a constant BMI for the duration of the model. The study 
by Angrisani et al was judged to be the strongest available 
based on its randomized head-to-head design and minimal 
attrition over the 5-year study period. The study limitations 
include a small initial sample (N = 51) and a European rath-
er than uS setting. For this reason, we also estimated the 
model using an alternative source for 5-year efficacy data: a 
systematic review of 36 English-language studies of weight 
loss outcomes following lAGB or lRyGB by O’Brien et 
al.10 limitations of the O’Brien et al study include a pre-
ponderance of single-armed rather than comparative stud-
ies, and attrition rates that may have been underreported. 
Compared with the Angrisani et al study, O’Brien et al re-
ported greater effectiveness for lAGB and shorter durability 
of weight loss for lRyGB (with weight regain beginning in 
year 3), as shown in Figure 1.   

The calculation of transition probabilities between BMI 
categories also is described in Appendix A.

Probabilities of Treatment-Related Adverse Events. 
The estimated incidences of adverse events were derived 
from a comparative study of the complications of lAGB and 
lRyGB by Parikh et al.11 Events are classified by severity: 
major reoperations, defined as organ repairs such as resection 
of the bowel; moderate reoperations, defined as operations not 
requiring organ repair (eg, laparoscopic repositioning of a gas-
tric band); and medical treatment, defined as drug therapy only 
(eg, antibiotic therapy for an infection). Parikh et al reported 
separate estimates for the probabilities of major reoperations 
and all adverse events for the first 30 days (early) and after 30 
days (late). We estimated the early and late probabilities of 
moderate reoperations and medical treatments based on the 
relative proportions of total early and total late complications 
from that study. The average period of follow-up was approxi-
mately 12 months; we assumed that the yearly probability of 
surgical adverse events remained constant for the first 4 years 
postsurgery, was halved for years 5 to 10, and was zero after 
10 years. Consistent with the literature, patients receiving no 
treatment were assumed to have no serious adverse events. 

Mortality. Patients undergoing lAGB or lRyGB have a 
1-time probability of postoperative death from surgery in the 
first 30 days.12 BMI-specific mortality rates were estimated 
based on age- and sex-specific all-cause mortality rates de-
rived from uS life tables,13 to which we applied BMI-specific 
relative risk ratios from an analysis of the National Health 
and Nutrition Examination Survey by Flegal et al.14 Because 
Flegal et al reported a single aggregated mortality risk ratio 
for BMI >35 kg/m2, we estimated separate mortality risk ra-
tios for the morbidly obese I, morbidly obese II, and super 
obese groups using linear extrapolation based on the trends 
at lower levels of BMI and the relative prevalence of morbid 
obesity categories reported by Sturm: morbidly obese I (67%), 
morbidly obese II (29%), and super obese (4%).15

Costs. The physician costs for the lAGB and lRyGB 
procedures were estimated using Current Procedural Termi-

Take-Away Points
The majority of bariatric procedures in the United States are laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric 
bypass (LRYGB) and laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB).

n Both LAGB and LRYGB lead to better healthcare outcomes and higher costs compared 
with no treatment. In the main analysis, LAGB results in less weight loss than LRYGB, but 
is associated with lower costs.

n Both LAGB and LRYGB are cost-effective alternatives to no treatment, with incremental 
cost-effectiveness ratios below $25,000 per quality-adjusted life-year gained; results are 
robust. 

n Estimates of the cost-effectiveness of LAGB versus LRYGB are sensitive to assumptions 
about maintenance of weight loss in the medium to long term; long-term comparative 
studies of the 2 procedures are needed.
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n Table 1. Model Inputs: Probabilities, Costs, and Utilities

                     Estimates

Model Parameters  LAGB LRYGB References

Treatment specific

Treatment efficacy Angrisani et al9

  Cumulative change in BMI: year 1 −10.8% −19.2%

  Cumulative change in BMI: year 2 −15.2% −28.1%

  Cumulative change in BMI: year 3 −18.0% −33.6%

  Cumulative change in BMI: year 4 −19.1% −33.8%

  Cumulative change in BMI: year 5 −19.6% −32.0%

Treatment efficacy O’Brien et al10

  Cumulative change in BMI: year 1 −20.8% −35.1%

  Cumulative change in BMI: year 2 −25.6% −36.0%

  Cumulative change in BMI: year 3 −27.8% −35.3%

  Cumulative change in BMI: year 4 −28.4% −31.0%

  Cumulative change in BMI: year 5 −24.7% −29.9%

Treatment-related adverse events

  Probability of procedure-related death 0.05% 0.50% Chapman et al12

  Probability of major reoperation (early) 0.2% 0.8% Parikh et al11

  Probability of moderate reoperation (early) 2.9% 5.8% Parikh et al11

  Probability of minor medical complication (early) 0.2% 2.5% Parikh et al11

  Probability of major reoperation (late) 0.0% 0.9% Parikh et al11

  Probability of moderate reoperation (late) 4.9% 8.6% Parikh et al11

  Probability of minor medical complication (late) 0.7% 4.0% Parikh et al11

Treatment-related costs

  Cost of initial surgery and follow-up $16,134 $23,616 MAG Mutual Healthcare  
Solutions,16 Agency for Health-
care Research and Quality,17 

and expert opinion

  Cost of major reoperation (early)a $40,972 $37,881

  Cost of moderate reoperation (early)a $16,228 $23,190

  Cost of minor medical complication (early)a $717 $1162

  Cost of major reoperation (late)a — $41,708

  Cost of moderate reoperation (late)a $11,115 $14,328

  Cost of minor medical complication (late)a $426 $728

Treatment-related utility decrements

  Initial procedure-related decrement −0.21 −0.22 McCormack et al,23 Sullivan 
and Ghushchyan25

  Utility decrement major reoperation −0.36 −0.36 Chung et al24 

  Utility decrement moderate reoperation −0.22 −0.22 McCommack et al,23 Sullivan 
and Ghushchyan22

  Utility decrement minor medical complication −0.11 −0.11 Sullivan and Ghushchyan25

(Continued)
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nology codes: 43770, 90772, 90801, 97802, and 99214 for 
lAGB; and 43644, 90801, 97802, and 99214 for lRyGB.16 
Associated inpatient costs were estimated using data from 
the Healthcare Cost and utilization Project (HCuP) Da-
tabase with International Classification of Diseases, Ninth 
Revision codes: 44.95 for lAGB, and 44.38 for lRyGB.17 
The hospital charges were converted to resource costs us-
ing hospital cost-to-charge ratios published in the HCuP 
Database. The default schedule of follow-up visits was based 
on treatment guidelines of the American Society for Meta-
bolic and Bariatric Surgery, supplemented by input from our 
clinical expert as: 9 visits in year 1, 2 visits in year 2, and 1 
annual visit thereafter for lAGB; and 6 visits in year 1, 2 
visits in year 2, and 1 annual visit thereafter for lRyGB. 

In consultation with our clinical expert, the costs of 
lAGB- and lRyGB-related adverse events for each level of 
severity were estimated using the Physician Fee Guide (physi-
cian costs),16 HCuP Database (facility costs),17 and the Red 
Book (drug costs).18 Within each severity category, a weighted 
average cost was derived, based on the relative prevalence of 
such complications as reported by jan et al,19 supplemented by 

additional input from the clinical expert. The cost of a post-
operative fatality was assumed to be equal to that of an early 
major reoperation. A list of the complications that were used 
to generate the weighted average costs is available from the 
authors on request.

“Other” medical expenditures specific to each BMI level 
were calculated based on a study of the Medical Expenditure 
Panel Survey by Arterburn et al.20 Because this study reported 
aggregated expenditures for the BMI >40-kg/m2 group as a 
whole, we estimated the other medical costs for the morbidly 
obese II and super obese groups using linear extrapolation as 
described above.15 Where necessary, costs were updated to 
2006 uS dollars using the Medical Care Services component 
of the Consumer Price Index.

Health-Related Quality of Life. Estimates of BMI-specific 
utilities were derived from a regression analysis of EQ-5D data 
from the 2000 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey by jia and 
lubetkin,21 rescaled to replicate the uS mean population EQ-
5D score of 0.868 as reported by Sullivan and Ghushchyan.22 
jia and lubetkin reported mean utilities for individuals with 
BMI >35 kg/m2 as a single group. We used linear extrapolation 

n Table 1. Model Inputs: Probabilities, Costs, and Utilities (Continued) 

Estimates

Model Parameters  LAGB LRYGB References

Nontreatment specific

“Other” medical expenditures Sturm,15 Arterburn et al20

  Not obese $3180

  Obese $3739

  Morbid obesity I $4399

  Morbid obesity II $5359

  Super obesity $6640

Background utilities Jia and Lubetkin,21 Sullivan 
and Ghushchyan22

  Not obese 0.88

  Obese 0.85

  Morbid obesity I 0.82

  Morbid obesity II 0.78

  Super obesity 0.72

Age-specific mortality relative risk ratios 18-59 y 60-69 y >70 y Flegal et al,14 Sturm15

  Not obese 0.83 0.87 0.95

  Obese 1.1 1.01 1.03

  Morbid obesity I 1.44 1.31 1.1

  Morbid obesity II 2.05 1.69 1.29

  Super obesity 2.84 2.19 1.51

BMI indicates body mass index; LAGB, laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding; LRYGB, laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass. 
aReferences are Parikh et al,11 MAG Mutual Healthcare Solutions,16 Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality,17 Drug Topics Red Book 2007,18  
Jan et al,19 and expert opinion.
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to estimate separate utilities for the morbidly obese I, morbid-
ly obese II, and super obese groups, as described above.

No estimates of bariatric-surgery–specific utility decre-
ments were identified in the literature. Estimated utility 
decrements for the lAGB and lRyGB procedures therefore 
were derived from utilities reported for laparoscopic surgery 
for hernia repair in the united Kingdom,23 rescaled to apply 
to the uS population.22 The utility decrement was applied 
at the time of surgery for 4 weeks for lAGB and 6 weeks for 
lRyGB, to reflect the slightly longer recovery time associated 
with lRyGB compared with lAGB. The utility decrement 
for a major reoperation was estimated as the decrement asso-
ciated with a hysterectomy24 and was applied for 6 weeks. The 
decrement for a moderate reoperation was estimated as the 
decrement associated with laparoscopic hernia repair24 and 
was applied for 4 weeks. The decrement for medical treat-
ment was estimated as the mean of the decrements associ-
ated with venous thrombosis, gastroesophageal reflux disease, 
ulcer, and gastritis as reported by Sullivan and Ghushchyan25 
and was applied for 4 weeks. 

ANALYSES 
Base-Case Analyses

Cumulative costs associated with morbid obesity and its 
treatment, survival in life-years, and quality-adjusted life-

years (QAlys) were estimated for each obesity treatment 
strategy. Cumulative costs include costs of initial treatment, 
follow-up, and treatment-related adverse events minus cost 
offsets generated by decreases in other health expenditures 
as patients lose weight. The treatments were ranked in or-
der of increasing costs and the incremental cost-effective-
ness ratios (ICERs) were calculated by comparing the more 
costly with the less costly, dividing the incremental cost by 
the incremental benefit. The base-case analyses were strati-
fied by sex and initial BMI category, assuming an initial age 
of 40 years. Results also were aggregated to the population 
level using a patient distribution consistent with the pa-
tient sample in the lAGB arm of the Angrisani trial (80% 
female; initial BMI: 23% morbidly obese I, 66% morbidly 
obese II, and 11% super obese).9 Cost-effectiveness analyses 
were performed from the perspective of a third-party payer 
over a lifetime horizon. All costs, life-years, and QAlys 
were discounted at an annual rate of 3%. Base-case analyses 
were performed using treatment efficacy parameters derived 
from the Angrisani et al study. 

Alternate Scenarios and Sensitivity Analyses
We assessed the effect of uncertainty in comparative 

weight loss estimates by reestimating the model with an 
alternative source for efficacy estimates.10 In a second alter-
native analysis, patients were assumed to regain half of the 

n Figure 1. Cumulative Percent Decrease in Pooled Mean BMI for AGB and Standard RYGBY (O’Brien et al10) 
and LAGB and LRYGB (Angrisani et al9)
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cumulative BMI lost after 5 years over the following 5-year 
period. Multiple 1-way sensitivity analyses then were con-
ducted to test the robustness of model results to changes in 
key parameters, particularly efficacy, rates of adverse events, 
and costs. Additional 2-way sensitivity analyses are discussed 
in Appendix B. 

A second-order probabilistic Monte Carlo sensitivity anal-
ysis was conducted to assess the sensitivity of study findings 
to overall parameter uncertainty, particularly with regard to 
treatment efficacy, rates of complications, costs, and utilities. 
We constructed a probability distribution for the estimates 
of treatment efficacy by bootstrapping the simulated lAGB 
and lRyGB cohorts—repeatedly sampling with replacement 
from each cohort of patients. uncertainty in other key mod-
el parameters was characterized by probability distributions 
with means equal to the default estimates. Probabilities of ad-
verse events were assumed to follow a beta (β) distribution, 
with distributional parameters reflecting the underlying trial 
samples. Estimates of treatment costs were assumed to fol-
low a gamma (g) distribution with standard errors assessed, 
subjectively, as 10% of the mean value. The parameters and 
distributions of the variables included in the probabilistic 
analysis are summarized in Appendix C. 

RESULTS
Base Case

Base-case results from the analysis using efficacy estimates 
derived from the article by Angrisani et al9 are reported in Ta-
ble 2. Results of analyses are presented weighted over the pa-
tient population, and stratified by sex and initial BMI. Neither 
lAGB nor lRyGB is cost saving compared with no treatment; 
however, both lAGB and lRyGB are more beneficial than 
no treatment, providing an additional 2.04 (lAGB) and 2.9 
(lRyGB) discounted lifetime QAlys for each treated patient. 
The ICERs for lAGB versus no treatment and for lRyGB ver-
sus no treatment are similar and relatively low (<$10,000 per 
QAly gained). Although lAGB costs an average of $5324 less 
than lRyGB in the aggregate population, it also is less effective, 
providing 0.42 fewer life-years saved and 0.86 fewer QAlys; the 
ICERs for lRyGB versus lAGB across patient groups lie below 
$15,000 per QAly gained. As the stratified results show, bar-
iatric surgery is most cost-effective for females and for patients 
who have higher initial BMI. In addition, bariatric surgery is 
more cost-effective for younger patients (not shown). 

Results for Alternate Scenarios  
and Sensitivity Analyses

For comparison, results of the analysis using the O’Brien et 
al data10 also are presented in Table 2. under these alternative 

efficacy assumptions, both procedures remain cost-effective 
compared with no treatment, with ICERs less than $20,000 
per QAly gained; however ICERs for lRyGB versus lAGB 
are significantly greater than those estimated using efficacy 
estimates from Angrisani et al.9 

Table 3 reports the results of a series of 1-way sensitivity 
analyses for the default analysis based on efficacy estimates 
from Angrisani et al.9 We report the results for analyses for 
which the range in the relevant ICERs exceeds $1000. In all 
instances, the magnitude of the variation in the aggregate 
ICER is less than $10,000 per QAly gained, and the upper 
limits of our estimates of incremental cost-effectiveness for 
lAGB and lRyGB versus no treatment lie below $25,000 
per QAly. The model was not sensitive to small changes 
in efficacy over the initial 10-year period. All ICERs for 
lRyGB versus lAGB fell below $15,000 per QAly.  

However, in an analysis in which patients receiving 
lRyGB were assumed to partially regain weight over years 
5 to 10 (as suggested by the O’Brien et al10 analysis), lAGB 
dominated lRyGB when using estimates of efficacy based on 
either Angrisani et al9 or O’Brien et al (not shown). When 
weight regain was modeled for patients receiving either 
lAGB or lRyGB, the ICER for lRyGB versus lAGB was 
$19,700 using estimates derived from Angrisani et al; howev-
er, lRyGB was dominated by lAGB using estimates derived 
from O’Brien et al.

Figure 2 illustrates the results of probabilistic sensitivity 
analysis that assessed the effects of uncertainty in the Angri-
sani and O’Brien–based analyses. One hundred percent of es-
timated ICERs for lAGB versus no treatment, and lRyGB 
versus no treatment, lay in the quadrant in which surgery is 
more expensive and more effective than no treatment, and be-
low the $50,000 per QAly threshold line. The median costs 
per QAly gained for lAGB versus no treatment for the Angri-
sani and O’Brien analyses were $4700 (95% confidence inter-
val [CI] = $1900, $7400) and $2900 (95% CI = $200, $5300), 
respectively. The analogous median ICERs for lRyGB versus 
no treatment were $4400 (95% CI = $1400, $7400) and $7200 
(95% CI = $4000, $10,800). All estimated ICERs for lRyGB 
versus lAGB also fell below $50,000 per QAly for both anal-
yses. In the primary analysis based on data from Angrisani et 
al,9 lRyGB dominated lAGB in 19.7% of simulations; for the 
analyses based on data from O’Brien et al,10 lRyGB dominated 
lAGB in virtually none of the simulations. 

DISCUSSION 
In this study, we used Markov modeling techniques to 

assess the cost-effectiveness of lAGB versus lRyGB, and 
both treatments versus no treatment, for managment of mor-
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bid obesity. Our model evaluated treatment-related weight 
loss and adverse events as predictors of quality-adjusted sur-
vival and cumulative costs. Cost-effectiveness was estimated 
in terms of cost per QAly gained and cost per life-year saved. 
In addition to deterministic sensitivity analyses, probabilistic 

analyses were performed to assess the effects of uncertainty in 
the analysis. 

 Our base-case analyses, which used estimates of treat-
ment effectiveness from a prospective randomized trial of 
lAGB versus lRyGB,9 showed both lAGB and lRyGB to 

n Table 2. Results of Cost-Effectiveness Analysis: Efficacy Estimates Derived from Angrisani et al9  
and O’Brien et al10

Base-Case Analysis: Efficacy Derived from Angrisani et al9                Alternative Analysis: Efficacy Derived from O’Brien et al10

Aggregate Patient Population (Age 40 y)                     Aggregate Patient Population (Age 40 y)

Variable LAGB LRYGB  No Treatment LAGB LRYGB   No Treatment

Initial procedure cost $15,465 $23,157   $0 $15,465 $23,157        $0
Costs of complications and death $3835 $11,608   $0 $3839 $11,606        $0
“Other” medical expenditures $88,487 $79,251                      $108,523 $87,665 $85,874       $108,523
Costs of follow-up $11,699                $10,795 $0 $9906 $8803     $0
Net cost $119,487 $124,811         $108,523 $116,875 $129,440 $108,523

Discounted LYS 21.794 22.208 20.618 21.937 21.928 20.618
Discounted QALYs 18.199 19.054 16.155 18.473 18.560 16.155
$/LYS: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment $9300 $10,200                     Reference $6300 $16,000 Reference
$/QALY: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment $5400 $5600                     Reference $3600 $8700 Reference
$/LYS: LRYGB vs LAGB                   Reference $12,900   NA Reference Dominated       NA
$/QALY: LRYGB vs LAGB                   Reference $6200   NA Reference $145,000       NA

Morbid Obesity I (BMI 35-39.9 kg/m2) Morbid Obesity I (BMI 35-39.9 kg/m2)  

Female (Age 40 y) Male (Age 40 y) Female (Age 40 y) Male (Age 40 y)

 LAGB LRYGB No Treatment LAGB      LRYGB No Treatment        LAGB LRYGB No Treatment        LAGB LRYGB  No Treatment

Net cost $114,702 $122,592       $95,334 $108,356 $117,087 $87,943 $113,498 $123,433 $95,334 $107,232 $117,776 $87,943
Discounted LYS 22.500 22.684 21.672 20.992 21.265 19.992 22.520 22.635 21.672 21.027 21.208 19.992
Discounted QALYs 19.146 19.662 17.756 17.862 18.431 16.380 19.236 19.567 17.756 17.963 18.335 16.380
$/LYS: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment $23,400 $26,900     Reference $20,400 $22,900 Reference $21,400 $29,200     Reference $18,600 $24,500 Reference
$/QALY: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment $13,900 $14,300     Reference $13,800 $14,200 Reference $12,300 $15,500     Reference $12,200 $15,300 Reference
$/LYS: LRYGB vs LAGB  Reference $42,900 NA Reference $31,900 NA     Reference $86,100          NA   Reference $58,200          NA
$/QALY: LRYGB vs LAGB  Reference $15,300 NA Reference $15,400 NA     Reference $30,000          NA   Reference $28,400          NA

Morbid Obesity II (BMI 40-49.9 kg/m2) Morbid Obesity II (BMI 40-49.9 kg/m2)  

 Female (Age 40 y) Male (Age 40 y) Female (Age 40 y) Male (Age 40 y)

 LAGB LRYGB  No Treatment LAGB LRYGB No Treatment        LAGB LRYGB No Treatment LAGB LRYGB  No Treatment

Net cost $122,118 $126,677  $112,316 $114,534 $120,594 $101,778 $118,521 $131,758 $112,316 $111,461 $124,687 $101,778
Discounted LYS 22.043 22.468  20.957         20.414 20.985        18.991 22.237 22.188 20.957 20.663 20.628 18.991
Discounted QALYs 18.340 19.238  16.338         16.985 17.966        14.805 18.709 18.728 16.338 17.388 17.421 14.805
$/LYS: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment $9000 $9500 Reference          $9000 $9400 Reference $4900 $15,800 Reference $5800 $14,000      Reference
$/QALY: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment $4900 $5000     Reference          $5900 $6000 Reference $2600 $8100 Reference $3700 $8800      Reference
$/LYS: LRYGB vs LAGB  Reference $10,700 NA Reference $10,600 NA     Reference Dominated          NA   Reference Dominated          NA
$/QALY: LRYGB vs LAGB  Reference $5100 NA Reference $6200 NA     Reference $679,800          NA   Reference $397,700          NA

Super Obesity (BMI > 50 kg/m2) Super Obesity ( BMI > 50 kg/m2)

 Female (Age 40 y) Male (Age 40 y) Female (Age 40 y) Male (Age 40 y)

 LAGB LRYGB   No Treatment LAGB LRYGB No Treatment       LAGB LRYGB  No Treatment LAGB LRYGB  No Treatment

Net cost $127,145 $129,148      $132,033 $118,692 $122,712 $117,284 $126,872 $140,683 $132,033 $118,255 $131,959 $117,284
Discounted LYS        21.752       22.335           19.886        20.037 20.812         17.665 21.772 21.693 19.886 20.067 20.004 17.665
Discounted QALYs        17.817       18.979           14.449         16.413 17.682        12.835 17.863 17.804 14.449 16.474 16.435 12.835
$/LYS: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment   Dominating    Dominating      Reference             $600 $1700  Reference   Dominating $4800      Reference $400 $6300     Reference
$/QALY: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment   Dominating    Dominating      Reference            $400 $1100  Reference   Dominating $2600      Reference $300 $4100     Reference
$/LYS: LRYGB vs LAGB   Reference $3400 NA Reference $5200 NA    Reference   Dominated          NA   Reference  Dominated          NA
$/QALY: LRYGB vs LAGB   Reference $1700 NA Reference $3200 NA    Reference   Dominated          NA   Reference  Dominated          NA

BMI indicates body mass index; “Dominated,” treatment is more costly and less effective compared with the comparator; “Dominating,” treatment is less 
costly and more effective compared with the comparator; LAGB, laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding; LRYGB, laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass; LYS, 
life-year saved; NA, not applicable; QALY, quality-adjusted life-year.  
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be cost-effective compared with no treatment. The ICERs for 
lAGB versus no treatment ($5400 per QAly gained) and for 
lRyGB versus no treatment ($5600 per QAly gained) are 
approximately equivalent. The estimated ICER for lRyGB 
compared with lAGB also was favorable at $6200 per QAly 

gained. The ICERs for lAGB versus no treatment, lRyGB 
versus no treatment, and lRyGB versus lAGB always de-
creased with initial patient BMI and generally decreased with 
female sex. The results of our study are consistent with those of 
previous studies in the literature that show cost-effectiveness 

n Table 2. Results of Cost-Effectiveness Analysis: Efficacy Estimates Derived from Angrisani et al9  
and O’Brien et al10

Base-Case Analysis: Efficacy Derived from Angrisani et al9                Alternative Analysis: Efficacy Derived from O’Brien et al10

Aggregate Patient Population (Age 40 y)                     Aggregate Patient Population (Age 40 y)

Variable LAGB LRYGB  No Treatment LAGB LRYGB   No Treatment

Initial procedure cost $15,465 $23,157   $0 $15,465 $23,157        $0
Costs of complications and death $3835 $11,608   $0 $3839 $11,606        $0
“Other” medical expenditures $88,487 $79,251                      $108,523 $87,665 $85,874       $108,523
Costs of follow-up $11,699                $10,795 $0 $9906 $8803     $0
Net cost $119,487 $124,811         $108,523 $116,875 $129,440 $108,523

Discounted LYS 21.794 22.208 20.618 21.937 21.928 20.618
Discounted QALYs 18.199 19.054 16.155 18.473 18.560 16.155
$/LYS: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment $9300 $10,200                     Reference $6300 $16,000 Reference
$/QALY: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment $5400 $5600                     Reference $3600 $8700 Reference
$/LYS: LRYGB vs LAGB                   Reference $12,900   NA Reference Dominated       NA
$/QALY: LRYGB vs LAGB                   Reference $6200   NA Reference $145,000       NA

Morbid Obesity I (BMI 35-39.9 kg/m2) Morbid Obesity I (BMI 35-39.9 kg/m2)  

Female (Age 40 y) Male (Age 40 y) Female (Age 40 y) Male (Age 40 y)

 LAGB LRYGB No Treatment LAGB      LRYGB No Treatment        LAGB LRYGB No Treatment        LAGB LRYGB  No Treatment

Net cost $114,702 $122,592       $95,334 $108,356 $117,087 $87,943 $113,498 $123,433 $95,334 $107,232 $117,776 $87,943
Discounted LYS 22.500 22.684 21.672 20.992 21.265 19.992 22.520 22.635 21.672 21.027 21.208 19.992
Discounted QALYs 19.146 19.662 17.756 17.862 18.431 16.380 19.236 19.567 17.756 17.963 18.335 16.380
$/LYS: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment $23,400 $26,900     Reference $20,400 $22,900 Reference $21,400 $29,200     Reference $18,600 $24,500 Reference
$/QALY: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment $13,900 $14,300     Reference $13,800 $14,200 Reference $12,300 $15,500     Reference $12,200 $15,300 Reference
$/LYS: LRYGB vs LAGB  Reference $42,900 NA Reference $31,900 NA     Reference $86,100          NA   Reference $58,200          NA
$/QALY: LRYGB vs LAGB  Reference $15,300 NA Reference $15,400 NA     Reference $30,000          NA   Reference $28,400          NA

Morbid Obesity II (BMI 40-49.9 kg/m2) Morbid Obesity II (BMI 40-49.9 kg/m2)  

 Female (Age 40 y) Male (Age 40 y) Female (Age 40 y) Male (Age 40 y)

 LAGB LRYGB  No Treatment LAGB LRYGB No Treatment        LAGB LRYGB No Treatment LAGB LRYGB  No Treatment

Net cost $122,118 $126,677  $112,316 $114,534 $120,594 $101,778 $118,521 $131,758 $112,316 $111,461 $124,687 $101,778
Discounted LYS 22.043 22.468  20.957         20.414 20.985        18.991 22.237 22.188 20.957 20.663 20.628 18.991
Discounted QALYs 18.340 19.238  16.338         16.985 17.966        14.805 18.709 18.728 16.338 17.388 17.421 14.805
$/LYS: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment $9000 $9500 Reference          $9000 $9400 Reference $4900 $15,800 Reference $5800 $14,000      Reference
$/QALY: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment $4900 $5000     Reference          $5900 $6000 Reference $2600 $8100 Reference $3700 $8800      Reference
$/LYS: LRYGB vs LAGB  Reference $10,700 NA Reference $10,600 NA     Reference Dominated          NA   Reference Dominated          NA
$/QALY: LRYGB vs LAGB  Reference $5100 NA Reference $6200 NA     Reference $679,800          NA   Reference $397,700          NA

Super Obesity (BMI > 50 kg/m2) Super Obesity ( BMI > 50 kg/m2)

 Female (Age 40 y) Male (Age 40 y) Female (Age 40 y) Male (Age 40 y)

 LAGB LRYGB   No Treatment LAGB LRYGB No Treatment       LAGB LRYGB  No Treatment LAGB LRYGB  No Treatment

Net cost $127,145 $129,148      $132,033 $118,692 $122,712 $117,284 $126,872 $140,683 $132,033 $118,255 $131,959 $117,284
Discounted LYS        21.752       22.335           19.886        20.037 20.812         17.665 21.772 21.693 19.886 20.067 20.004 17.665
Discounted QALYs        17.817       18.979           14.449         16.413 17.682        12.835 17.863 17.804 14.449 16.474 16.435 12.835
$/LYS: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment   Dominating    Dominating      Reference             $600 $1700  Reference   Dominating $4800      Reference $400 $6300     Reference
$/QALY: LAGB, LRYGB vs no treatment   Dominating    Dominating      Reference            $400 $1100  Reference   Dominating $2600      Reference $300 $4100     Reference
$/LYS: LRYGB vs LAGB   Reference $3400 NA Reference $5200 NA    Reference   Dominated          NA   Reference  Dominated          NA
$/QALY: LRYGB vs LAGB   Reference $1700 NA Reference $3200 NA    Reference   Dominated          NA   Reference  Dominated          NA

BMI indicates body mass index; “Dominated,” treatment is more costly and less effective compared with the comparator; “Dominating,” treatment is less 
costly and more effective compared with the comparator; LAGB, laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding; LRYGB, laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass; LYS, 
life-year saved; NA, not applicable; QALY, quality-adjusted life-year.  
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for bariatric surgery compared with no treatment.26-28 These 
results also compare favorably with other cost-effectiveness 
studies of major surgeries for chronic conditions, including 
coronary artery bypass grafting for treatment of angina.29

High-quality comparative data on the relative effective-
ness of lAGB and lRyGB in the medium to long term are 
lacking in the literature. Analyses using alternative estimates 
of efficacy based on a systematic literature review11 also dem-
onstrate cost-effectiveness of lAGB and lRyGB versus no 
treatment. Compared with the Angrisani et al study,9 this 
study reports waning effectiveness of lRyGB after 3 years, 
resulting in a smaller gap in cumulative weight loss between 
lRyGB or lAGB after 5 years that was assumed to continue 
for the remainder of the model. In these analyses, estimated 
ICERs for lRyGB compared with lAGB were significantly 
larger than those in the base case (more than $100,000 per 
QAly in individuals with a BMI >40 kg/m2). 

Deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity analyses show 
the cost-effectiveness results to be relatively robust to varia-

tions in key assumptions. Key drivers for the cost-effectiveness 
results included the initial procedure costs, costs of follow-up, 
and costs of severe adverse events. However, the tenor of the 
primary result—that lAGB and lRyGB have comparable 
and attractive ICERs compared with no treatment—remains 
the same. 

It is important to note that the estimated cost offsets for 
this analysis were based on the average health expenditures, 
by BMI, in the general obese population. These estimates 
were likely to have underestimated the BMI-specific health 
expenditures in the treatment-seeking population. If this is 
the case, then we underestimated the cost offsets, and there-
fore overestimated the ICERs for bariatric surgery versus no 
treatment (ie, underestimated the incremental cost-effec-
tiveness of bariatric surgery). This bias likely was offset by 
the fact that formerly morbidly obese individuals are likely to 
have higher medical costs than persons who have never been 
morbidly obese. We note that in a matched cohort analysis of 
commercially insured employed patients who sought and re-

n Table 3. Results of Deterministic Sensitivity Analyses Based on Angrisani et al9 Analysis

Sensitivity Analysis

 
Variable

Default 
Value

Low  
Value

High  
Value

Low ICER, 
$/QALY

High ICER,
$/QALY

Variation 
in ICER

LAGB versus no treatment

  Cost of initial surgery: LAGB (75%-125%) $15,465 $11,598 $19,330 $3472 $7255 $3783

  Cost of follow-up tests: LAGB (75%-125%) $336 $252 $420 $4467 $6260 $1793

  Cost of follow-up office visits: LAGB (75%-125%) $153 $114 $191 $4829 $5898 $1069

  LAGB cumulative weight loss (90%-110%)a 19.6% 17.6% 21.5% $3818 $5570 $1752

LRYGB versus no treatment 

  Cost of initial surgery: LRYGB (75%-125%) $23,157 $17,367 $28,946 $3622 $7617 $3995

  Cost of follow-up tests: LRYGB (75%-125%) $336 $252 $420 $4975 $6264 $1289

  Cost of “late” moderate complication: LRYGB  
  (75%-125%)

$14,328 $10,746 $17,910 $4986 $6253 $1267

  LRYGB cumulative weight loss (90%-110%)a 32.0% 28.8% 35.2% $6656 $4894 $1762

LRYGB versus LAGB 

  Cost of initial surgery: LAGB (75%-125%) $15,465 $11,598 $19,330 $4018 $8445 $4427

  Cost of follow-up tests: LAGB (75%-125%) $336 $252 $420 $5182 $7281 $2098

  Cost of follow-up office visits: LAGB (75%-125%) $153 $114 $191 $5606 $6857 $1251

  Cost of initial surgery: LRYGB (75%-125%) $23,157 $17,367 $28,946 $3894 $8569 $4675

  Cost of follow-up tests: LRYGB (75%-125%) $336 $252 $420 $5477 $6985 $1508

  Cost of “late” moderate complication: LRYGB  
  (75%-125%)

$14,328 $10,746 $17,910 $5490 $6973 $483

  LAGB cumulative weight loss (90%-110%)a 19.6% 17.6% 21.5% $5733 $12,466 $6733

  LRYGB cumulative weight loss (90%-110%)a 32.0% 28.8% 35.2% $3939 $6571 $2632

ICER indicates incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LAGB, laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding; LRYGB, laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass; 
QALY, quality-adjusted life-year. 
aValues shown are cumulative weight loss at 5 years.
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ceived bariatric surgery, costs of laparoscopic bariatric surgery 
(an average of $17,000 in 2005 dollars) were recouped by the 
payer in less than 3 years.30

An additional limitation is the lack of data from compre-
hensive studies of the incidence of adverse events associated 
with lAGB and lRyGB in the medium to long term; we re-
lied on the input of clinical experts to specify the decrease in 
adverse event rates over time. Moreover, adverse event rates 
vary across surgeons and are significantly lower for procedures 
performed in bariatric surgery centers of excellence.31 We 
investigated the importance of this assumption using 2-way 
sensitivity analyses, which showed our initial findings to be 
robust. Second, specific data on individuals with extremely 
high initial BMI are lacking in the literature. We used simple 
linear extrapolation to estimate parameters for the morbidly 
obese II and super obese groups based on trends for lower BMI 

categories. To the extent that linear extrapolations are likely 
to underestimate the mortality risks and health expenditures 
associated with these individuals, we are likely to have overes-
timated the ICERs for (underestimated the cost-effectiveness 
of) lAGB and lRyGB versus no treatment, and potentially 
for lRyGB versus lAGB. Finally, we also note that due to 
data limitations, we were not able to evaluate newer tech-
niques for morbid obesity such as the gastric sleeve and in-
tragastric balloon; assessment of these techniques should be 
undertaken as data become available.

Results of our analyses lead us to conclude that both lAGB 
and lRyGB provide significant weight loss and are cost-
effective at conventionally accepted thresholds for medical 
interventions compared with no treatment. This conclusion 
is supported by our use of relatively conservative assumptions 
and sensitivity analysis. The cost-effectiveness estimates of 

n Figure 2. Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis Scatter Plots (1000 Replications) of Incremental Costs and  
Effectiveness in Aggregate Population  
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LAGB indicates laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding; LRYGB, laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass.
Derived From Angrisani et al9 (upper panel) and O’Brien et al10 (lower panel).
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lRyGB versus lAGB are extremely sensitive to model as-
sumptions. Our base-case analysis includes a 1-time utility 
decrement associated with the initial procedure. Alternative 
analyses may consider long-term increases in utility from in-
tangible benefits of lAGB not related to weight loss, such 
as peace of mind due to reversibility or fewer dietary restric-
tions.  using threshold analyses, we find that under base-case 
assumptions, overall utility is equivalent for the treatments 
only if lAGB is associated with a relatively high ongoing in-
cremental utility benefit of 0.11 over the first 10 years. In con-
trast, if we use estimates from O’Brien et al,10 patients would 
only need to assign lAGB an incremental utility weight of 
0.02 over the first 10 years to receive equivalent benefit from 
lAGB and lRGBy. 

This sensitivity of the incremental cost-effectiveness of 
lRyGB versus lAGB underscores the need for long-term, 
high-quality comparative studies to be performed in this field. 
At this time, decisions between the 2 procedures can be based 
on other factors such as patient or provider preference. 
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n Appendix A. Construction of Estimates of Treatment Efficacy: Comparison of Simulated LAGB and LRYGB 
Cohorts With Those of Angrisani et al9,a

           Initial BMI, kg/m2

Procedure Mean SD

LAGB

  Simulated LAGB cohort 43.5 4.7

  Angrisani et al LAGB study armb 43.4 4.2

LRYGB

  Simulated LRYGB cohort 44.2 4.8

  Angrisani et al LRYGB study armb 43.8 4.1

BMI indicates body mass index; LAGB, laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding; LRYGB, laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass; SD, standard 
deviation. 
aTo convert the cross-sectional reports of mean BMI at each time point into transition probabilities, we simulated 2 hypothetical cohorts of ~1000 
bariatric surgery–eligible patients (ie, with BMI >35 kg/m2), with initial mean and SD of BMIs replicating the study samples receiving LAGB and 
LRYGB in the study by Angrisani et al as closely as possible. First, for each cohort, the distribution of height was drawn to match the height distribu-
tion within the US population (adjusted for the relevant balance between males and females). Initial weights were then assigned to patients such 
that the initial mean and SD of resulting BMI for each simulated cohort closely mirrored the sample characteristics for the LAGB and LRYGB study 
arms. 
bAngrisani et al reported mean BMI for each of years 1 to 5, from which the percentage changes in mean BMI for LAGB and LRYGB patients for 
each year were calculated. These percentages were applied to each “patient” in the relevant simulated cohort for years 1 to 5, and mean prob-
abilities of transitioning across BMI categories were calculated at each time point. In base-case analyses, we assumed that patients’ BMI remains 
constant after 5 years.  
  We followed the same methodology for the O’Brien et al analysis.10 Both O’Brien et al and Angrisani et al showed gastric bypass to be more 
effective in lowering BMI than adjustable gastric banding. However, the gap in effectiveness between the 2 procedures is much greater in the study 
by Angrisani et al for years 2 to 5. For example, in year 3, O’Brien et al reported a mean cumulative BMI loss for LRYGB that was 7.6 percentage 
points better than that of adjustable gastric banding. For Angrisani et al the analogous gap between LAGB and LRYGB in year 3 is 15.6 percentage 
points.
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n Appendix B. Two-Way Analysis of the Effect of Changing Length of Time Before LAGB and LRYGB  
Late Complication Rates Fall by 50%: ICERs of LAGB Versus No Treatment and LRYGB Versus No Treatmenta 
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BMI indicates body mass index; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LAGB, laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding; LRYGB, laparoscopic  
Roux-en-Y gastric bypass. 
aResults are presented for a representative 40-year-old woman with morbid obesity II (initial BMI between 40 and 49.9 kg/m2). The vertical axis repre-
sents the year postsurgery in which late LRYGB complication rates fall by 50%. The horizontal axis represents the year in which late LAGB complication 
rates fall by 50%. For most combinations, results are consistent with our base-case analysis in which the ICER for LAGB versus no treatment is lower 
than the ICER for LRYGB versus no treatment. Therefore, unless complication rates for LRYGB drop precipitously within the first 3 years following the 
procedure, our overall conclusions are likely to hold.
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n Appendix C. Specifications for Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis: Treatment Efficacy Distribution Bootstrapped 
From Simulated Cohort Matching That of Angrisani et al9

 
Parameter

 
PSA Distribution

PSA Distribution, 
Mean

PSA Distribution,  
SD

Probabilities

  Postoperative death: LAGB Beta 0.00050 0.00025
  Postoperative death: LRYGB Beta 0.00500 0.00070
  Major reoperation: LAGB, early Beta 0.00210 0.00208
  Major reoperation: LRYGB, early Beta 0.00850 0.00598
  Moderate reoperation: LAGB, early Beta 0.02870 0.00767
  Moderate reoperation: LRYGB, early Beta 0.05780 0.01541
  Medical treatment: LAGB, early Beta 0.00210 0.00208
  Medical treatment: LRYGB, early Beta 0.02520 0.01027
  Major reoperation: LAGB, late (annual) Beta 0.00000 0.00000
  Major reoperation: LRYGB, late (annual) Beta 0.00890 0.00598
  Moderate reoperation: LAGB, late (annual) Beta 0.04880 0.00974
  Moderate reoperation: LRYGB, late (annual) Beta 0.08570 0.01816
  Medical treatment: LAGB, late (annual) Beta 0.00650 0.00359
  Medical treatment: LRYGB, late (annual) Beta 0.03950 0.01249
Specification of late complications

  Year of follow-up in which late complication rates fall Beta 0.4 0.04
  Complication drop, % Beta 0.5 0.05
Utilities and “tolls”

  Background utility—BMI category: not obese Beta 0.878 0.0439
    Decrease in BMI-specific utility from previous  
    BMI level, % 

Beta 0.046 0.00138

  Initial LAGB surgery decrement Beta 0.207 0.0103
  Initial LRYGB surgery decrement Beta 0.223 0.0112
  Major reoperation decrement Beta 0.358 0.0179
  Moderate reoperation decrement Beta 0.215 0.0108
  Medical treatment decrement Beta 0.108 0.0054
Costs, $

  LAGB procedure cost Gamma 15,465 1546
  LRYGB procedure cost Gamma 23,157 2316
  LAGB office visit Gamma 153 15
  LRYGB office visit Gamma 123 12
  LAGB laboratory testing (annual) Gamma 336 36
  LRYGB laboratory testing (annual) Gamma 336 36
  Major reoperation: LAGB, early Gamma 40,972 4097
  Major reoperation: LRYGB, early Gamma 37,881 3788
  Moderate reoperation: LAGB, early Gamma 16,228 1623
  Moderate reoperation: LRYGB, early Gamma 23,190 2319
  Medical treatment: LAGB, early Gamma 717 72
  Medical treatment: LRYGB, early Gamma 1162 116
  Major reoperation: LAGB, late (annual) Gamma 0 0
  Major reoperation: LRYGB, late (annual) Gamma 41,708 4171
  Moderate reoperation: LAGB, late (annual) Gamma 11,115 1112
  Moderate reoperation: LRYGB, late (annual) Gamma 14,328 1433
  Medical treatment: LAGB, late (annual) Gamma 426 43
  Medical treatment: LRYGB, late (annual) Gamma 728 73
  “Other medical costs”—BMI category: super obese Gamma 6640 664
    Decrease in BMI-specific other medical cost from  

previous BMI level, %
Beta 0.17 0.0051

BMI indicates body mass index; LAGB, laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding; LRYGB, laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass; PSA, probabilistic 
sensitivity analysis; SD, standard deviation.


